
European citizens’ initiative 
ONE MILLION SIGNATURES 

FOR A EUROPEAN SPECIAL PLAN  

FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND EMPLOYMENT  

CITIZENS FOR A DIFFERENT EUROPE  

The project of  European unification brought peace democracy and prosperity on an 
impoverished continent that had been ravaged by two world wars. However, today the European 
Union is no longer up to the tasks that it has to tackle. A change is needed. 
 
We are no longer willing to accept this Europe that delivers unemployment, precarious and 
underpaid work, cutbacks in social protection, increasing poverty, economic and social decline, 
the end of  all hope for the future. 
 
We call for a change to the policies of  the European Union for social solidarity, sustainable 
development and participatory democracy. We demand a big European New Deal to end this 
crisis. 
 
We want the United States of  Europe: not only a common market, but a truly common 
government with shared responsibilities and powers, able to speak "with a single voice" in the 
world. 

If we lose this challenge, everything is lost. 
 
We call on the European citizens to engage, to overcome this challenge with a people’s 
initiative in all the EU countries. 
 

This urgently needed initiative is 
 
The European Citizens' Initiative New Deal 4 Europe, to implement a European 
Special Plan for sustainable development and employment. 
 
Let us collect at least one million signatures in at least seven European countries to 
request that the European Commission make a legislative proposal to implement the Plan, with 
the aim to end the current crisis, to change Europe, to give us hope again. 
 

European citizens, let our voice be heard! 
 

SIGN 
www.newdeal4europe.eu 



EUROPEAN CITIZENS’ INITIATIVE 
  NEW DEAL 4 EUROPE - FOR A EUROPEAN SPECIAL PLAN FOR 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND EMPLOYMENT  
 

The Lisbon Treaty (Article 11.4, TEU) provides for the possibility for one million EU citizens from 

at least seven European Union member states to propose legislation to the European 

Commission on matters where the EU has competence to legislate. This is an important 

instrument of  participatory democracy, whose implementation can help to regain the citizens’ 

support to the European project at a time when the European election campaign is approaching, 

while populist, nationalist, and Eurosceptic trends are gaining ground. 

We believe that it is high time to foster a strong grassroots movement through a European 

Citizens' Initiative (ECI) that calls for the implementation of  a European special plan for 

sustainable development and employment. Given the limits of  the austerity policies that have 

been put in place, this seems to be the main way to overcome the crisis. The plan has to be 

financed with own resources coming from: a new tax on financial transactions (FTT) – which is 

needed to penalize financial speculation (the European Commission foresees a revenue worth at 

least €30 bn/year); a carbon tax – to fight climate change and promote the transition to 

renewable energy (which should be worth at least €50 bn/year); and the Euro-bonds, in 

particular the euro project bonds. The funds provided by the EU to tackle unemployment are 

totally inadequate. Therefore, we need to allocate new resources to a European fund for 

employment, above all for young people.  

The ECI proposal is promoted and supported by a wide array of  political, economic and social 

forces: European federalists, trade unions, civil society organisations, mayors of  major cities, 

and personalities of  the cultural world. National committees for its promotion were set up in 

Belgium, the Czech Republic, France, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Luxembourg, Spain. Further 

committees are being set up in other European Union countries. 

  

European citizens, let our voice be heard! 
 

SIGN 
www.newdeal4europe.eu 


